A DNA-based approach allows external control over the self-assembly process of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV)-like ribonucleoprotein nanotubes: their growth from viral coat protein (CP) subunits on five distinct RNA scaffolds containing the TMV origin of assembly (OAs) could be temporarily blocked by a stopper DNA oligomer hybridized downstream (3') of the OAs. At two upstream (5') sites tested, simple hybridization was not sufficient for stable stalling, which correlates with previous findings on a non-symmetric assembly of TMV. The growth of DNA-arrested particles could be restarted efficiently by displacement of the stopper via its toehold by using a release DNA oligomer, even after storage for twelve days. This novel strategy for growing proteinaceous tubes under tight kinetic and spatial control combines RNA guidance and its site-specific but reversible interruption by DNA blocking elements. As three of the RNA scaffolds contained long heterologous non-TMV sequence portions that included the stopping sites, this method is applicable to all RNAs amenable to TMV CP encapsidation, albeit with variable efficiency most likely depending on the scaffolds' secondary structures. The use of two distinct, selectively addressable CP variants during the serial assembly stages finally enabled an externally configured fabrication of nanotubes with highly defined subdomains. The "stop-and-go" strategy thus might pave the way towards production routines of TMV-like particles with variable aspect ratios from a single RNA scaffold, and of nanotubes with two or even more adjacent protein domains of tightly pre-defined lengths. By contrast, bionanotubes and building blocks thereof are produced under ambient conditions in vivo, may be reorganized into altered shapes and compositions through mild environmental changes in many cases, and can be used as versatile organic scaffolds. This enables templating of inorganic materials, 14 and also the preparation of nanostructured carrier scaffolds for the immobilization of functional molecules, [15] [16] [17] [18] thereby obviating the aforementioned drawbacks. A special advantage of biogenic nanostructures lies in the availability of precisely positioned, genetically programmable and selectively addressable functional groups 19-21 exposed at high densities.
Introduction
Efficient procedures to adjust the size range and shape of technically promising nanoparticles have been essential prerequisites before several nanoparticle species have found their way into present applications, e.g. in electronics, 1,2 data storage and magnetic separation technology, 3 catalysis, 4, 5 diagnostics, [6] [7] [8] [9] chemical processing, healthcare and cosmetics, as reviewed in detail. 10 Among these, elongated nanoparticles are of special interest as scaffolding, stabilizing or conducting fibers, often applied in composite materials making use of inorganic, synthetic or carbon-based nanotubes. Their fabrication and post-processing, however, mostly demands for harsh conditions with temperatures up to 4000°C under nonambient pressure, and costly instrumentation. 11 Harmful byproducts or toxicity of the nanotubes themselves 12,13 may constitute further drawbacks. By contrast, bionanotubes and building blocks thereof are produced under ambient conditions in vivo, may be reorganized into altered shapes and compositions through mild environmental changes in many cases, and can be used as versatile organic scaffolds. This enables templating of inorganic materials, 14 and also the preparation of nanostructured carrier scaffolds for the immobilization of functional molecules, [15] [16] [17] [18] thereby obviating the aforementioned drawbacks. A special advantage of biogenic nanostructures lies in the availability of precisely positioned, genetically programmable and selectively addressable functional groups [19] [20] [21] exposed at high densities.
In several supramolecular biological systems these groups are arranged in complexes of a highly organized architecture and defined dimensions, some of them with a high aspect ratio. [22] [23] [24] However, bionanoparticles, -filaments and -tubes often come along with poor stability, low expression and purification yields and are pathogenic in the case of many viruses or amyloid peptide fibers. Furthermore, for protein or peptide nanotubes, precise and rational length control is difficult to achieve. 25, 26 In contrast, elongated nucleoprotein complexes of certain plant viruses and bacteriophages lack most of these disadvantages: they are non-infectious for animals and humans, can be produced in planta or in bacterial and yeast cell cultures, and there exist species with high thermal and organic solvent stability. [27] [28] [29] [30] Amongst these, tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) has the advantages of unequaled yield, an assembly mechanism which does not rely on a living host, and the possibility of genetic adaptations. Hence tube-like TMV bionanoparticles have been employed successfully, for example, as additives in ferrofluids, 31 scaffolding networks in electronic components, 32, 33 as nanoelectrical memory devices 34 and templates for the surface design of battery electrodes or antireflective current collectors. [35] [36] [37] Recent studies point at particular advantages of TMV and TMV-like particles (TLPs) applied as carrier templates for bioactive molecules, 18 with different biosensor layouts profiting from plant viral nanorod coatings densely equipped with analyte-recognizing enzymes 38, 39 or antibody capture tags, 40 as reviewed in detail. 18 As with synthetic nanoparticles, length control and extensive tunability of bionanostructures are desirable prerequisites in order to adjust their physical or (bio-)chemical properties and, putatively, activities. 31, 41, 42 In the case of TMV, the particle shape and size are determined by a scaffolding genomic RNA, naturally 6395 nucleotides (nts) long, which directs the helical arrangement of 2130 identical coat proteins (CP). Concomitantly, the RNA becomes encapsidated and protected by a tubular proteinaceous coat of 300 nm length, and inner and outer diameters of 4 and 18 nm, respectively. Since an RNA-guided self-assembly of TMV particles is possible also in vitro, the process has been studied extensively. 43 How can an RNA molecule direct the assembly of proteins into higher-order architectures in vitro? The clue seems to lie in the selective interaction of a secondary stem-loop structure located internally in the TMV RNA (i.e. the TMV origin of assembly, OAs) with a certain TMV CP oligomer, thereby initiating a series of intricate conformational changes and rearrangements which are mutually affected and induced by both the protein and the nucleic acid partners. The nucleation of the process most likely involves a ring-shaped 34-meric CP aggregate (a two-layered holey "disk"). Upon contacting the OAs, a conformational transition of the "disk" into a helical "lockwasher" structure incorporates a first stretch of the RNA and threads an RNA "travelling loop" into the central hole. 43 and references therein Serial binding of further CP disks to the nascent tube's pole exposing the "travelling loop" results in their helical reorganization one after the other, rapidly incorporating the complete RNA 5′ portion between the protein layers concomitantly. 44 Its back-folded end is pulled up through the central channel until it is fully embedded inside the protein helix. The 3′ portion of the RNA is packaged more slowly by the addition of CP monomers, trimers and other small aggregates (see Fig. 2 in the Results and discussion section). The RNA encapsidation speed is thus dependent on the relative position of the OAs between the RNA stretches up-(3′) or downstream (5′). 45 The rates reported for the bidirectional, entropy-driven tube assembly correspond to an average addition of ∼6 CP subunits per second through cooperative attachment in the 5′ direction (using disks), and ∼1.6 subunits per second in the 3′ orientation (using smaller aggregates), respectively. 43, 46 However, both initiation and elongation rates depend on the CP concentration. 47 Such an RNA-directed self-assembly allows a combination of engineered nucleic acid templates and molecular biology techniques to influence the formation of nanotubular nucleoprotein complexes by rational approaches, an issue only rarely investigated in bionanotechnology in the past. We thus have started a series of studies exploring both prospects and limits of selected strategies for the design of TMV-based architectures. Simple changes of the RNA scaffold length were sufficient to alter the length distribution of the resulting TLPs accordingly, and thereby their characteristics as beneficial ferrofluid additives 31 or tumor-targeting colloids. 42 Against the background of the bidirectional assembly process described above, not only freely dispersed components, but also RNAs 3′-terminally immobilized on flat supports or metal cores, respectively, which indeed gave rise to carrier stick arrays on planar surfaces 48 or "nanostars" with multiple arms were tested. 49 If two or more OAs sequences were combined in single RNA scaffolds, non-linear "nanoboomerangs" or branched nanotube systems up to tetrapods were generated predictably, with kinks occurring at sites where the growing ends of adjacent nanohelices collided with each other. 46, 50 This RNA-based toolbox was combined with the use of distinct TMV CP variants, exposing selectively addressable surface groups enabling the binding of functionalities such as nanoparticles, 31 fluorescent dyes, 51-53 peptides 42, 54 or enzymes. 38, 39 An integration of more than a single CP type into TMV-deduced assemblies allows the fabrication of bi-or multifunctional objects. This may be realized by way of CP blends employed over the whole particle surface. 55 A further extended range of applications, however, seems possible if specific functionalities can be spatially confined in distinct rod domains and thus ordered on the nano-to mesoscale. Our first approach towards this goal used a serial, stepwise assembly strategy, with a substoichiometric amount of a first CP added to an RNA scaffold prior to completing rod growth with a second CP species. 56 The resulting nanoparticles exhibited two to three domains of at the maximum two CP variants, depending on the relative amount of CP educts over OAs-containing RNA molecules. Despite a convincingly reproducible overall arrangement of the distinct CP species, however, the method did not achieve tight control over the final domain lengths, as it would be desirable e.g. for optimizing the spacing of enzyme groups in cooperative biocatalytic systems. Hence, it is tempting to find out if the major assemblydirecting handle employed so far, i.e. the intramolecular OAs of the RNA scaffold, may be complemented by further tools of nucleic acid nanotechnology to direct and tune the outcome of the assembly process, with respect to size and arrangement of bionanotube subdomains. Previous in vitro studies have shown that TMV CPs may also package heterologous RNAs equipped with the viral OAs into TLPs, 50, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] whereupon, however, encapsidation may be slowed down or blocked by extensive and stable secondary structures within the RNA. 57, 59 We aimed to modulate the nanotubes' assembly progress in trans -i.e. in a way that allows an external, scaffold site-specific steering of the CP-RNA encapsidation process by tertiary nucleic acid interactions. The sequence specificity of nucleic acid strand hybridization together with automated DNA synthesis has led to striking artificial 3D nanostructures with the DNA origami technique 64 being the most prominent, and to nanoactuation methods "fueled" by the free energy released upon base pairing. 65 The underlying strategies seemed suitable to us to provide tools that might give rise to a "stop-and-go" method for controlling the growth of TMV-like nanotubes dynamically. Switchable changes in nucleic acid structures are typically achieved by the displacement of an oligonucleotide strand (DNA oligomer 1) from its hybridization target strand by means of a second "fuel" strand (DNA oligomer 2). Strand displacement becomes possible because the DNA oligomer 1 is only partially complementary to the target; it contains a noncomplementary and thereby overhanging stretch, the "toehold". DNA oligomer 2, in turn, is fully complementary to oligomer 1, allowing the initial binding to the targethybridized oligomer 1 via its toehold sequence. As base pairing proceeds, DNA oligomer 2 competes with the target for hybridization to oligomer 1, which is eventually displaced from the target sequence through branch migration, making it available to undergo further reactions. 66 The powerful toeholdrelease technique has been exploited for the serial polymerization of DNA elements triggered by an initiator molecule (hybridization chain reaction HCR) [67] [68] [69] [70] and to create programmable, complex dynamic DNA 3,65,71-74 and gold nanoparticle assemblies 75 fueled by short target DNA sequences in e.g. colorimetric detection assays. 76, 77 The following study expands the dynamic DNA technology into a further hierarchical dimension: the externally directed modification of ribonucleic acid scaffold functionality, which in turn will govern a stepwise self-organization of compact supramolecular nucleoprotein complexes. Specifically, we have assessed whether the RNA-directed selfassembly process of TMV CPs may be controlled by means of a blocking DNA oligomer hybridized to the RNA, and its toehold-assisted release via strand displacement. "Stopper" DNA oligomers targeting different sites of TMV and TMVderived RNA scaffolds as well as OAs-containing heterologous RNAs (hRNAs) were applied and their capabilities to stall the assembly of nucleoprotein complexes was investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and agarose gel electrophoresis. After successful blocking ("stop"), reconstitution of assembly was induced ("go") by the addition of a "release" DNA oligomer capable of displacing the stopper. To fathom the method's potential for fabricating a soft-matter template species not accessible so far, i.e. nanotubes with distinct highly defined subdomains, a protocol enabling completion of enriched partial rods with a selectively addressable second CP species was developed. Coupling of large biomolecules allowed TEM visualization of the corresponding domains of the bulk products, and thus judging the benefit of the approach.
Experimental section

Preparation of RNA scaffolds
The wt-RNA of TMV was prepared from plant-derived virus particles 28 on the basis of a previous protocol described by Chapman (1998) , 78 In addition to these solely TMV-based RNA scaffolds, three types of OAs-containing RNA species with heterologous (non-TMV) portions were created and named hRNA I-III, with distinct pro-and eukaryotic coding and non-coding sequences (see ESI Fig. S1 † for the respective constructs, and S10 † for the images of hRNA I-III after electrophoretic separation in denaturing agarose gels). To obtain the underlying plasmid construct I, a cDNA containing the major sequence portion of the TMV OAs 44 (nts 5350-5531) was inserted into pGEM®-T Easy vector (Promega, Mannheim, Germany) replacing positions 24 and 199 of the plasmid sequence by common cloning procedures. 79 The plasmid was linearized with DraIII-HF (NEB, Ipswich, USA) prior to in vitro transcription by T7 RNA polymerase as described above. Due to a T7 RNA polymerase transcription terminator region 80 at positions 1262-1301 of the pGEM® plasmid sequence (TTTTTTTGTTTGCAAGCAGCAGA TTACGCGCAGAAAAAAA; see Promega Corporation product information sheet # 9PIP256, revised version 8/13, Madison, USA), in vitro transcription yielded a mixture of two RNA fragments: the pre-maturely terminated product of 1262 nts, and a read-through RNA of 2748 nts. The preparation is referred to as hRNA I henceforth. The DNA template for hRNA II is based on a clone kindly provided by Tatjana Kleinow, Stuttgart, and was synthesized as follows. The full-length DNA A genome component of the plant DNA begomovirus Abutilon mosaic virus (AbMV; EMBL accession number X15983) was cloned via HindIII restriction sites into the vector pLITMUS28i (New England Biolabs, NEB, Ipswich, USA) in its reverse-complementary orientation (with respect to the subsequent linearization, see below). The cDNA of the TMV OAs (comprising TMV nts 5211-5584) was amplified by PCR from p843pe35TMVr.1 (56) with primers producing an NdeI restriction site 5′ and a SacII site 3′, and inserted via NdeI/SacII-HF (NEB) restriction into the AbMV sequence replacing a fragment from the position 4247 to 4395. This final template construct was linearized with SacI-HF (NEB) and in vitro transcribed by T7 RNA polymerase to generate hRNA II of 2982 nts.
The template DNA for hRNA III was created from a partial TMV cDNA (comprising TMV nts 4253-6398 including the OAs)
by EcoRI-HF/KpnI-HF (NEB) restriction of p843pe35TMVr.1. This was inserted into EcoRI/KpnI restricted pBlueScript II SK(+) (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA) between the plasmid positions 657 and 702. The resultant template construct was linearized with ScaI-HF as above, and subjected to in vitro transcription by T3 RNA polymerase by the use of a MEGAscript® T3 High Yield Transcription Kit. The resulting hRNA III was 3303 nts in length.
Stopper design
Guidelines for the design of stopper DNA oligomers (named "stoppers" henceforth irrespective of whether they worked efficiently or not) were the same as that for PCR primers. 81 They were designed to avoid secondary structures (with a minimum of 4 base pairs assumed for stable hairpin formation) and self-dimerization (≥5 self-complementary bases). 82 The melting temperatures for RNA/DNA hybrids were estimated using the nearest-neighbor two-state-model and thermodynamic parameters. 83 Salt correction was performed. 84, 85 Overhangs for toehold-release of 8 nts were found to be optimal for rapid strand displacement. 86 Different from those stoppers used with the two TMV-derived RNA scaffolds, wt-RNA and RNA 2253 (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 for details) , all stoppers applied with hRNA constructs addressed different non-TMV sequence portions (see Fig. S1 †). Identical toehold overhangs of all DNA oligomers, and their complementary portions in the different release ("fuel") oligomers were used in all the evaluated experiments. Oligonucleotides purified by high performance liquid chromatography were bought from Biomers (Ulm, Germany).
Hybridization of stoppers, RNase H assays and denaturing electrophoresis
Hybridization was performed in 75 mM SPP buffer pH 7.2 supplemented with 1.5 mM MgCl 2 . Unless otherwise stated, 700 nM DNA oligomers were hybridized to 140 nM RNA (corresponding to a 5-fold molar excess of stopper over RNA; 1 µg RNA in a total volume of 3.14 µl or 9.6 µl, in the case of wt-RNA or RNA 2553, respectively.) The hybridization procedure included an initial denaturation for 5 min at 65°C with a subsequent temperature gradient (1°C s −1 ) to 30°C and a subsequent storage on ice until further use. Hybridization success was evaluated with a modified RNase H assay for wt-TMV and RNA 2253, respectively. Nucleoprotein tube assembly with or without stoppers and subsequent RNase H assays TMV CP (from wt-TMV) was prepared from virus particles isolated from infected plants as reported. 88 In order to induce 20 S disk formation, 89 CPs were incubated in 75 mM SPP buffer at pH 7.2 for at least 48 h at room temperature (RT). For RNAdirected in vitro assembly, 0.2 µg µl −1 (final concentration, f.c) of RNA incubated with stopper or control oligomers (see above) were incubated with 3.8 µg µl −1 (f.c.) of TMV CPs at 25°C for 3 h (RNA : CPs w/w ratio: 5/95). Reactions were stopped by cooling on ice and stored at 4°C for further experiments. For RNase H assays, aliquots were supplied with 0.3 U of enzyme and digestion was allowed for 20 min at 37°C. The enzyme was inactivated at 65°C for 20 min. Nucleic acids were purified from these samples by using an RNeasy MinElute Cleanup Kit (Qiagen) and examined electrophoretically in formaldehyde-containing agarose gels as described above. Further aliquots were subjected to native agarose gel electrophoresis and TEM analysis. The preparation of TMV-like nanorods with subdomains of wt-CP and CP Lys-Bio 56 is described below.
Toehold-release of stopper S3′ 1
For toehold-release of stopper S3′ 1 after its hybridization to RNA (see above) and optionally after 3 h of partial nanotube reconstitution at 25°C, a 10-fold molar excess of the release DNA oligomer R3′ 1 over the stopper S3′ 1 was added and incubation performed at 25°C for 4 h unlike otherwise stated. The samples in the absence of CPs after the hybridization reaction but with R3′ 1 added served as controls and were analyzed by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis after an RNase H assay as described above. The samples of partially and fully assembled nanotubes were prepared for TEM or native agarose gel electrophoresis.
"Stop-and-go" fabrication of TMV-like nanotubes with biomolecule-fashioned subdomains (domain-TLPs)
The "stop-and-go" technology was extended to the production of nanotubes with longitudinal domains of distinct TMV CP chemistry, allowing selective coupling of molecules to a single domain only. This enabled the visualization of the domains obtained by the use of wt-RNA and S3′ 1 in combination with R3′ 1 . To this end, the TMV wt-CP was used in the first assembly step (to yield the long 260 nm domain), and the second (short 40 nm) domain made use of a TMV mutant, TMV Lys , exposing an accessible amino group on the surface of every CP Lys subunit. 56 These amino functions were covalently coupled to succinimidyl-(NHS-) PEG 12 -biotin-linkers (EZ-Link® NHS-PEG 12 -Biotin, Thermo Scientific, Rockford, USA) using the manufacturer's protocol. CP Lys-Bio was prepared from the resulting biotin-functionalized TMV Lys-Bio particles as described above.
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Hybridization of stopper S3′ 1 to the wt-RNA scaffold and the subsequent partial assembly with wt-CP was performed as detailed above. Stalled nanotubes in the presence of S3′ 1 were sedimented via ultracentrifugation (Beckman Coulter Optima L90K, 45 Ti rotor) at 38 000 rpm (≈113 000g) and 4°C for 2 h, to pellet assemblies with sedimentation coefficients above ≈95 S. Thereby, particles stopped precisely at the stopper site were enriched and, in turn, free wt-CP and pre-maturely stopped small nanotubes below 95 S removed. R3′ 1 and CP Lys-Bio (1.5-fold assembly excess in relation to the remaining 13% unencapsidated RNA directing further 40 nm tube growth) were added to the resuspended partial nanotubes and incubated at 25°C for 16 h. To remove free CP Lys-Bio after completion of the assembly, the resulting domain-TLPs were sedimented via ultracentrifugation (Beckman Coulter Optima L90K, 45 Ti rotor) at 34 000 rpm (≈90 500g) and 4°C for 2 h. These products were subjected to bioaffinity coupling of avidin (SigmaAldrich, Saint Louis, USA) followed by another ultracentrifugation step as above, to enable the visualization of avidin-decorated subdomains by TEM.
Native agarose gel electrophoresis
Native agarose gel electrophoresis was performed following a variation of a published protocol. 55, 90 About 20 µg of products arose under the conditions promoting nucleoprotein tube growth (corresponding to 1 µg of scaffold RNA) were applied to a 1.0% agarose gel for wt-RNA or a 1.5% agarose gel for RNA 2553 as well as the hRNAs, prepared in 50 mM SPP buffer pH 7.2, and run for 19 h at 1.1 V cm −1 with buffer circulation.
Buffer and gel contained EtBr to visualize the uncoated RNA. Proteins were detected by post-electrophoretic staining with 0.1% Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 (Serva Electrophoresis, Heidelberg, Germany) for 1.5 h and extensive washing with destain solution. 79 
Transmission electron microscopy
The presence and lengths of nanotubes, as well as the spatial organization of domain-TLPs, were analyzed by TEM. The samples were adsorbed to Formvar©-carbon-coated copper grids, stained with a solution of 1% uranyl acetate and 0.25 mg ml −1 bacitracin 91 and analyzed using a Tecnai G2 Sphera transmission electron microscope (FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands) at 200 kV with a 16 megapixel camera (TemCam-F416R, TVIPS, Gauting, Germany). The images were evaluated by software Image J. 92 Statistical evaluation of products generated through the "stop-and-go" methodology For quantification and statistical analyses, the lengths of randomly selected nanotubes readily separated from each other on the coated grid surface were measured by the help of Image J software 92 and classified (10 nm class size). Three independent assembly experiments for each of the four statistically evaluated RNA scaffolds were conducted statistically, to determine the inter-experimental variation and to scrutinize the consistency between repetitions using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. These data are presented as boxplots (lines: median values, box boundaries: 25/75% quartiles, whiskers: 10/90% percentiles, dots: 5/95% percentiles). The length class distributions were averaged for every separate length class, and are displayed in histograms with their standard deviations. The histograms were compiled using Microsoft Excel. For statistical analyses and boxplots, SigmaStat version 4.0.0.37 (Systat Software, Inc.) was used.
Results and discussion
To evaluate the effect of DNA stoppers hybridized to RNA scaffolds guiding the self-assembly of TMV-like nucleoprotein tubes, four 30-or 31-meric oligodeoxyribonucleotides were designed. They possess portions complementary to distinct sites 5′ or 3′ of the OAs of both wt-TMV RNA and a shortened RNA deduced thereof, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 1a ). These 22-to 23-nucleotide scaffold binding portions were 5′-or 3′-terminally extended by an 8-nucleotide stretch non-complementary to the RNA (underlined in Table 1 ), to serve as the toehold sequence enabling their removal via a fuel oligomer. Nanotube lengths expected to assemble in the presence of the different stably bound stoppers are shown in Table 1 for both wt-RNA and RNA 2253, respectively. The latter is an in vitro transcribed OAs-containing RNA 2253 nts in length, derived from a TMV cDNA subclone (see the Experimental section). Non-complementary DNA oligomers ("C") with lengths comparable to the stoppers were included in the experiments as negative controls. R3′ 1 served as a release DNA oligomer for the stopper S3′ 1 , triggering the strand-displacement reaction by its portion reverse-complementary to the stopper's toehold (underlined in Table 1 ). The binding capabilities of the distinct stoppers to the nanotube-scaffolding RNAs were tested using an RNase H assay 87 with two different ratios of stoppers to both RNAs.
Hybridization is indicated by the formation of two RNA fragments representing portions up-and downstream the recognition sites, and concomitant disappearance of the original template band; hence the hybridization efficiency correlates with the amount of cleaved RNA in relation to non-cleaved RNA. In this way, the assay detected the saturation of both RNA constructs with stoppers at a 5-fold molar oligodeoxyribonucleotide excess, except for stopper S3′ 2 , which exhibited a substantially lower apparent hybridization efficiency (Fig. 1b  and c) . It demanded for an at the minimum 25-fold molar excess in combination with both RNA templates (Fig. 1b and c) to mediate complete target degradation. Additional nonexpected RNA fragments obtained in the presence of S3′ 1 and wt-RNA, as well as S3′ 2 and RNA 2253 (asterisks in Fig. 1b and c) might result from non-specific DNA/RNA binding events occurring during RNase H incubation in these stopper/scaffold combinations. To find out how the RNA-directed in vitro self-organization of TMV-like nucleoprotein tubes was influenced by the different DNA stoppers, assembly-competent CP preparations containing pre-formed disk aggregates 89, 95 were added to the RNA/stopper complexes (schematically shown in Fig. 2b ) and to control mixtures, and were incubated at 25°C for 3 h. This resulted in a self-assembly of stable nanotubular products in the presence of all DNA oligomer/RNA combinations analyzed, as detailed henceforth. Whether or not the resulting tube lengths corresponded with the positions of the assemblyblocking stoppers on the RNAs (Fig. 2c, d and Table 1 for the expected product lengths) was determined by a combined analysis of the bulk products employing native agarose gel electrophoresis and TEM. Consistent results were obtained for both RNAs and are shown here for wt-RNA (and for RNA 2253 in the ESI †).
TMV-like tubes with partial RNA encapsidation blocked at the DNA/RNA hybrid sites (Fig. 2c, d and S2 †) will not only be shorter than their fully assembled counterparts, they will also exhibit a protruding ssRNA portion and thus a higher RNA/ protein ratio with an accordingly increased negative net charge. This results in a higher electrophoretic mobility in native gel systems in dependence of both particle size and charge. 55, 56, 90 Fig. 3 and S3 † indicate that out of the four oligodeoxyribonucleotides tested, stopper S3′ 1 exerted the strongest and most efficient impact on the RNA-directed self-assembly of TMV CPs. Compared to negative controls without (no), or with non-binding DNA oligomer (C 1 ), the products of assembly with S3′ 1 /wt-RNA resulted in dominant Coomassie Brillant Blue-stained particle bands of increased electrophoretic mobility upon application of ≥5-fold molar stopper excess (Fig. 3 , right, asterisks). Ethidium bromide staining yielded colocalized signals (Fig. 3, left, asterisks) indicative of a protruding non-encapsidated RNA stretch. Hence it could be concluded that stopper S3′ 1 was able to block nanotube assembly in the 3′ direction efficiently, giving rise to partially assembled TMVlike particles accumulating in a single major electrophoretic fraction. With RNA 2253, S3′ 1 had the strongest effect of all four stoppers as well, although the electrophoresis data Fig. 2 Mechanistic details assumed for the assembly of TMV-like nanotubes in vitro: initiation at the OAs structure, and putative stalling in the presence of effective DNA blocking elements targeting distinct RNA sites. (a) TMV assembly initiation through the interaction of a double-layered CP disk with the OAs (red) in the viral RNA, followed by a conformational switch into a helical complex. Thereby, an RNA "travelling loop" is formed at the growing 5' nanotube end, which is accompanied by a foldback of the 5'-RNA portion that is threaded into the nanotube channel, with its 5' RNA terminus protruding from the channel adjacent to the 3' RNA portion. The latter undergoes packaging into small CP aggregates, whereas the 5'-stretch is pulled towards the "travelling loop" upon its spiralization and sandwiching between the short CP helices serially added to the 5' tube end. suggested a lower proportion of incomplete tubes than that with wt-RNA (Fig. S2 †) . By means of the second DNA oligomer (S3′ 2 ) addressing a site 3′ (downstream) of the OAs of both RNA scaffolds, substantially smaller fractions of particles exhibiting increased electrophoretic mobility were obtained, with a need of at least 25-fold molar stopper excess for well-detectable bands ( Fig. 3 and S3 †). The most prominent bands of samples "S3′ 2 /RNA" in these gels represent a high proportion of fully assembled nanotubes, despite the presence of the stopper. These findings are in agreement with its low hybridization efficiency indicated by RNase H analysis. As its T m equals to that of the potent stopper S3′ 1 , short-or long-range secondary structures of the RNA templates, or intermolecular tertiary interactions are likely to compromise the accessibility of the S3′ 2 target sequences.
For the two stoppers addressing sites 5′ of the OAs (S5′ 2 and S5′ 1 ), with significantly higher or lower T m value than the 3′ stoppers, respectively (see Table 1 ), the electrophoretic analysis did not reveal any impact on the TMV CP assembly with wt-RNA (Fig. 3) , and only negligible effects in combination with RNA 2253 (Fig. S3 †) , although both stoppers had been shown to hybridize to their target sites effectively (Fig. 1) . RNA incubated with a control DNA oligomer (C 1 in Fig. 3 , with no complementarity to the RNA scaffolds) directed the formation of tubes with the same mobility as the full-length particles assembled with free wt-RNA ("no"), and wt-TMV particles isolated from plants.
Taken together, these electrophoretic analyses indicated that the stopper hybridized efficiently to 3′ of the OAs (S3′ 1 ) imparted an effective blocking of TMV-like tube assembly. In contrast, two stoppers binding to 5′ of the OAs with equal efficiencies were obviously not able to stall tube growth, even though the melting temperature of S5′ 2 was ∼10°C above that of the potent stopper S3′ 1 .
TEM analysis substantiated these conclusions and revealed straight tubes in all samples containing RNA and TMV CPs (Fig. 4 and S4, † and data not shown). In the presence of stopper S3′ 1 and wt-RNA, the majority of particles were about 30-40 nm shorter than the complete rods in the control samples (Fig. 4) . Also with RNA 2253, S3′ 1 arrested nanotube growth efficiently (i.e. much better than anticipated from the electrophoretic analyses; Fig. S4 †) . The length reductions met the expectations for an S3′ 1 binding site-specific blockage of the assembly in combination with both RNA scaffolds ( Table 1) . RNase H assays with such TMV-like particles confirmed this partially assembled state by producing the same Fig. 3 "Stop": the influence of distinct stoppers on the self-assembly of TMV CP with wt-RNA, as visualized after nanoparticle separation in a native agarose gel in comparison to control reaction products. Two different control samples were prepared: "no", i.e. fully assembled nanotubes scaffolded by RNA devoid of stoppers, and "C 1 ", i.e. fully assembled nanotubes obtained in the presence of a DNA oligomer with no complementarity to the RNA. Hybridization was performed with variable molar excesses (ex.) of stoppers over RNA for 5 min at 65°C, cooling to 30°C with a rate of 1°C s , followed by assembly for 7 h at 25°C. wt-TMV and wt-RNA serve as markers. The gel was first stained with ethidium bromide (left), followed by Coomassie Brilliant Blue-staining (right). The arrow indicates bands of fully assembled tubes as confirmed by the wt-TMV particles. The black/ white asterisks (*) label the bands with higher electrophoretic mobility. The white triangles indicate a faint ethidium bromide signal corresponding to these bands, and residual free RNA; their Coomassie Brilliant Blue signal is below the visualization limit. fragment patterns as that with bare RNAs after hybridization of stopper S3′ 1 , and the expected product lengths (Fig. S5 †) . To investigate whether an interrupted assembly could be "switched on" again on demand, we conducted a series of "stop-and-go" experiments (schematically depicted in Fig. 5a ) and characterized the products before and after removal of stopper S3′ 1 via toehold-release. The aliquots were subjected to native agarose gel and quantitative TEM analysis. The initial tests in this context confirmed full functionality of the stopper/release oligodeoxyribonucleotide pair S3′ 1 /R3′ 1 (see Table 1 ) on RNA in the absence of TMV CPs. Complete displacement of S3′ 1 from the S3′ 1 /RNA heteroduplex by using a ten-fold excess of release strand R3′ 1 was verified by the RNase H assay for both RNA scaffolds after four hour incubation at 25°C (ESI Fig. S5 †) .
The DNA-steered stepwise "stop-and-go" assembly of TLPs was set up under the same conditions. Following hybridization of stopper S3′ 1 to either RNA in a temperature gradient, an assembly of nanotube domains upstream (i.e. 5′) of the stopper binding sites was achieved through the addition of an excess amount of TMV CPs and incubation at 25°C for 3 h (see Fig. 2 ). Reaction mixtures then were divided into several aliquots and a ten-fold excess of release DNA oligomer R3′ 1 over the stopper added to a subset of them ("release"), but not to the others ("stop"; Fig. 5 ). Controls were generated with the same RNA scaffolds in the presence of DNA strands lacking complementarity to the RNAs ("C"), to direct the assembly of complete nanotubes after otherwise being treated as the "stopper"-supplemented samples.
Native agarose gels indicated that re-initiation of stalled nanotube growth indeed took place with both RNAs efficiently (Fig. 5b) . The nucleoprotein complexes generated upon toehold-mediated displacement of stopper S3′ 1 by oligomer R3′ 1 in the presence of excess TMV CPs in the reaction mixture had gained the same electrophoretic mobility as that of the completely encapsidated scaffold RNA (arrows in Fig. 5b and S6 †). The particle length distributions, as revealed by electron microscopy, represented the different assembly stages: the electron micrographs (Fig. 5c and S7 †) show exemplary particles, and the histograms depict the lengths of nanotubes for wt-RNA or RNA 2253, respectively, after uninterrupted (no), stopped (stop), and re-started assembly (go). Compared to the particles grown continuously on wt-RNA (Fig. 5c) , with a major fraction of about 300 nm length (no), the 'stopped' reaction yielded predominant tube lengths of 260-280 nm. Subsequent toehold-release of the DNA blocking element (go) reconstituted a size distribution corresponding to that of complete particles (no). Congruent results were obtained with RNA 2253 (Fig. S7 †) : in both cases, the largest fractions of stalled particles exhibited tube lengths in good agreement with the position of the stopper DNA oligomer on the RNA scaffold, and could be re-activated to eventually reach full-length through stopper displacement. The presence of additional TMV-like tubes of heterogeneous size in all assembly reactions (Fig. 5 and S6 †) reflects a background of diverse CP-containing complexes typically received upon reconstitution of TMV, including prematurely stalled nucleoprotein tubes due to e.g. unfavorable RNA conformations and stacked RNA-free CP assemblies; compare e.g. ref. 31, 43, 46, 49 and 56 . "Oversized" particles result from head-to-tail aggregates with RNA-scaffolded tubes. 43 The major nanotube length classes in all the cases corresponded to the RNA portion accessible between the 5′-end and either the DNA blocking element, or the RNA scaffold's 3′-terminus. The data represent measurements of several hundred particles per experiment, as depicted in the histograms. The differences between the repeated assembly experiments per treatment were not significant (Fig. S8 †) and the values could therefore be cumulated for the comparison of different treatments (Fig. 5c ). In conclusion, the stepwise assembly approach seems to be both robust and predictable with respect to the resulting nanotube population. Furthermore, repeated testing over extended time periods revealed that partially assembled particles equipped with a DNA stopper (S3′ 1 /wt-RNA) had remained stalled after 12 days of storage at 4°C as well as at 20°C, but were fully accessible to reconstitution of the assembly process upon using excess of TMV CPs in the reaction mixture simply by addition of R3′ 1 (data not shown).
To find out if the "stop-and-go" procedure is also amenable to non-TMV RNA and thus to a broadly applicable technology, three further scaffold constructs based on the sequences of distinct sources were generated and analyzed for their compatibility with the approach. The heterologous RNAs (named hRNAs I to III henceforth), transcribed from the corresponding plasmids, all include the TMV OAs, but embedded in distinct RNA segments derived from variable sources (see Fig. S1 †) . They contain no, a short, or a longer additional OAs-surrounding TMV RNA context, and substantial portions of prokaryotic (bacterial or phage in hRNAs I and III), or eukaryotic ( plant viral in hRNA II) genomes consisting of coding and noncoding stretches, respectively (see the ESI †). Stopper sequences were designed to target non-TMV portions downstream (i.e. 3′) of the OAs in all the cases. After having identified a wellbinding DNA oligomer out of four to five variants tested for every RNA (not shown), full "stop-and-go" experiments were carried out in combination with the respective complementary release oligomers applying the same conditions as the native TMV RNA scaffolds. The products of repeated independent preparations (Fig. S9 †) representing the distinct stages of the assembly (Fig. 6) , as well as control reactions lacking a stopper (Fig. S10 †) , were subjected to qualitative and quantitative electron microscopy analyses, comparing the observed particle length distributions with the predicted sizes of intermediate (stop) and completed (go) nanotubes.
All of the RNA/stopper/release oligomer combinations met the expectations: the length classes containing the stalled (see ∇ in Fig. 6 ), or the fully assembled products, respectively, were the most prominent fractions consistently, before and after DNA-directed release of the stoppers (for details, refer to the figure legend and the ESI †). For the hRNA I preparation con- taining two RNA subspecies (Fig. S1 and S10, † and the Experimental section above), the major class of stopped particles is in good agreement with the expected ∼41 nm length, showing that the stopping process worked effectively on both RNAs in the mixture. After the release of the stopper, encapsidation of the longer 2748 nt RNA obviously was less homogeneous than that of the 1262 nt species, as no second peak at a tube length of 130 nm arose (Fig. 6, dotted triangle) , which is in accordance with the comparable results obtained in the absence of a stopper (Fig. S10 †) .
Although some variation in the reaction efficiencies is obvious, these tests verified that an externally DNA-guided "stop-and-go" control over the OAs-nucleated RNA encapsidation by TMV CPs is possible in a predictable and technically simple fashion with heterologous non-TMV sequences. It might be feasible to further improve their packaging efficiencies by optimizing the reaction conditions for the different stages of the "stop-and-go" procedure individually for each RNA. Here, all experiments with the hRNAs were conducted exactly as adjusted for wt-RNA.
Taken together, applying native TMV and also foreign RNA sequences, we have shown that it is possible to arrest the RNAscaffolded self-assembly of TMV CPs site-selectively with the help of mere RNA/DNA base pairing, without covalent crosslinkage of the DNA element to the RNA as done in an earlier study on the TMV assembly in vitro. 96 Interestingly, solely particle growth in the 3′ direction was blocked efficiently by the hybridization of 23-meric oligodeoxynucleotide stretches, yielding major tube fractions of the expected lengths. DNA bound with similar efficiency or even substantially higher DNA/RNA melting temperature to the RNA domain 5′ of the OAs was not suited to stall nanotube extension correspondingly. We attribute this domain-dependent blocking amenability of the RNA to the different mechanisms of up-versus downstream assembly of TMV CP helices. 45, 97, 98 If "disks" add to the nascent nanotubes in the 5′ direction of the OAs serially, 102 nucleotides are incorporated at once per "disk", which corresponds to about 10 times the amount of nucleotides packaged per step in the 3′ direction with the predominant addition of small CP oligomers to the RNA. Therefore, upon 5′-progressing assembly, a lot more free energy is released per time unit than that in the opposite direction. Concomitantly, growth in this direction proceeds about 4 to 5 times faster than 3′ assembly, as shown in our 46 and others' previous experimental approaches. 43, 45 and references therein This seems to suffice for the displacement of 5′ hybridized DNA oligomers from the RNA by the nascent nucleoprotein tube under the conditions applied. The site-selective blockage of nucleoprotein tube growth imparted by a DNA stopper hybridized 3′ of their OAs to the RNA scaffolds was fully reversible: toehold-mediated release of the blocking elements after addition of an inverse-complementary "fuel" DNA restored the RNA-guided assembly, attaining complete encapsidation of the scaffolds' 3′-domains. The process exhibits analogies to the postulated pausing of TMV virion assembly at certain RNA-internal secondary hairpin structures: this has been proposed as one reason for the formation of a characteristic 70 nm long tube fraction during the in vitro reconstitution of wt-TMV, which could be converted into full-length products by means of additional CPs added. 99 Upon packaging of heterologous non-viral RNA sequences in vitro, substantial proportions of shortened tubes in distinct size classes were obtained and attributed to stable internal base-pairing obstructing the elongation of TMV-like tubes at specific sites. 57, 59 Both studies, however, have neither been extended to the identification of the exact blocking positions, nor to methods enforcing completion of the prematurely arrested products in the reaction mixtures by external intervention. Finally, we sought to find out if the "stop-and-go" technology enables the fabrication of nanotubes with tightly defined, differently addressable longitudinal domains. To get access to enriched preparations of such domain-TLPs, with subdomains containing distinct CP species, an intermediate purification of partially assembled CP nanotubes without degradation of the protruding RNA is essential. Hence, a protocol for the stepwise "stop-and-go" assembly of wt-RNA with two CP types was developed, with wt-CP used for the first 5′-terminal domain. Ultracentrifugation was optimized to remove free CPs and byproducts of small, inefficiently assembled tubes from sedimen- Fig. 7 Electron micrograph of TMV-like nanotubes with two subdomains of distinct CP variants. These domain-TLPs were prepared through the stepwise, externally controlled "stop-and-go" procedure. Ultracentrifugation firstly enriched stalled nanotubes exposing wt-CP, and -after stopper release and nanotube completion -fully assembled two-domain nanotubes. Avidin was coupled to the second, functionalized CP species (CP Lys-Bio ). The dotted arrow denotes a smooth wt-CP domain, the small continuous arrow the adjacent avidin decorated CP Lys-Bio domain. ted particles stalled at the intended "stop" positions. Upon release of the stopper DNA, nanotube growth was retaken and completed with a second CP variant exposing a biotin moiety on a NHS-PEG 12 -biotin linker coupled to a lysine residue on the outer CP surface (CP Lys-Bio ). Bioaffinity coupling decorated the CP Lys-Bio -domains with avidin, which was then detectable as a fuzzy corona by electron microscopy (Fig. 7) . The envisaged domain-TLP structures were indeed efficiently generated, with smooth wt-CP domains of the expected 260 nm length, and avidin-fashioned CP Lys-Bio -domains measuring 45 nm, of which the extra 5 nm can be attributed to the size of the linker-installed avidin.
Conclusions
The dynamic DNA technology-based strategy applied here for the first time to achieve tight external dimensional and temporal control over the assembly of ribonucleoprotein nanotubes introduces a novel steering handle for the fabrication and adaptation of TMV-based building blocks. The use of externally added stopper DNA oligomers has allowed the tuning of the tubes' aspect ratio via the target site of hybridization. It thus may rationalize and economize the production of soft-matter nanotubes for technical and biomedical purposes in which a single RNA type can guide the growth of size-modulated particles, which were shown to exhibit selective rheologyregulative 31 or tissue-targeting 42 capacities. Post-fabrication separation of the desired major length fraction according to the particles' sedimentation coefficient has been demonstrated to work efficiently. 99 Particularly, the stalling mechanism is shown to be reversible on demand, as the subsequent addition of an appropriate release DNA re-initiated the elongation of the nucleoprotein helix upon displacement of the blocking element, up to complete encapsidation of the RNA scaffold. This "stop-and-go" strategy provides the opportunity to transform nanotubes of distinct lengths stepwise into products of increased size with altered physical characteristics. By repetitive "stop-and-go" procedures, utilizing a number of site-selectively hybridized DNA stoppers and their sequential sequence-dependent release, it seems feasible to generate "striped" TMV-like particles with two or more longitudinal domains, and even barcode-like patterns. This has been realized for a first proof-of-concept product species through the successive use of two CPs with different functionalities exposed, resulting in nanotubular templates with selectively addressable surface regions. We could show that the dimensions of such domains are much better defined than those previously achievable by a serial addition of limited portions of distinct TMV CPs one after the other to a uniform RNA scaffold. 56 Eventually, the new technology might lead to novel types of rigid soft-matter nanotools, enabling a spatially precise arrangement of functionalities on a scale most interesting for various fundamental analyses of molecular cross-talk.
